Candy Cats
Instructor: Kathy Schwabeland
Kschwabeland@yahoo.com

Supply List:
Pattern: Candy Cats- Pattern MUST be purchased and printed prior to class. Pattern is available from
Unicornharts. Here is the link to the pattern:
https://payhip.com/Unicornharts
Print at least three copies of the pattern and bring to class. Instructor will NOT have pattern. Please
contact instructor if you have any questions.

Fabric: you do not need to have a different fabric for each item listed below. I used the same
fabric for my muzzle/inner ears and the pupils/nose. It is up to you how you want your cat to
look. If you use Instagram check out #candycatqal for ideas of other color options.
For ONE Cat:
Background- Fat quarter
Cat Main- Fat Quarter
Cat Inner Ears- 8 inch square
Cat Muzzle- 4 inch square
Cat Nose- 3 inch square
Cat Eyes- 3 inch square
Other Supplies:
Sewing machine in good working condition
¼ inch foot for machine

Size 90/14 sewing machine needles
Rotary Cutter with sharp blade
Small cutting mat to use by machine
12” square ruler or 6 by 24” inch ruler- this does not need to be an exact size…..you just want
something that you can use to rough cut your fabric strips
Add a Quarter Ruler- this is not required but it is very helpful. If you choose NOT to bring an
Add a Quarter Ruler then please bring a 6 inch square ruler
Fabric scissors for cutting your fabric
Paper scissors
Clips such as Dritz clips- you only need a couple of them
Pins
Thread for piecing- I use gray
Index or old business card

If you would like to turn your cat block into a tote bag, please bring:
½ yard fabric for outer bag
½ yard fabric for lining
Batting scrap- 18 by 36 inches
Walking or free motion quilting foot
Thread to use to quilt your cat
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